Introducing SiTTE: A controlled laboratory setting to study the impact of turbulent fluctuations on light propagation in the underwater environment.
Small-scale spatial variation in temperature can lead to localized changes in the index of refraction and can distort electro-optical (EO) signal transmission in ocean and atmosphere. This phenomenon is well-studied in the atmosphere, where it is generally called "optical turbulence". Less is known about how turbulent fluctuations in the ocean distort EO signal transmissions, an effect that can impact various underwater applications, from diver visibility to active and passive remote sensing. To provide a test bed for the study of the impacts from turbulent flows on EO signal transmission, and to examine and mitigate turbulence effects, we set up a laboratory turbulence environment allowing the controlled and repeatable variation of turbulence intensity. The laboratory measurements are complemented by high resolution computational fluid dynamics simulations emulating the tank environment. This controlled Simulated Turbulence and Turbidity Environment (SiTTE) can be used to assess optical image degradation in the tank in relation to turbulence intensity, as well as to examine various adaptive optics mitigation techniques.